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Message from Mr Waxman

World Book Day

Dear parents, carers and members of the
community,
I am writing to let you know about a change to the
school’s leadership which will be taking place at
the start of the Summer Term, 2016.
From the start of next term, I will be sharing the
Headship of Kingsbury High School with Rachel
Kitley, currently the Deputy Headteacher who
leads the upper school – or “K” as it is more
colloquially known. We will be Co-Headteachers,
jointly responsible for running the school.
I will only be in school from Monday to Wednesday
and will be the designated Headteacher on
Mondays and Tuesdays. Ms Kitley will be the
designated Headteacher on Thursdays and Fridays
– and on Wednesdays we will work together to
ensure that we have continuity through the week.
Ms Kitley and I will share the Headship for four
terms, from April 2016 until August 2017, at which
point I will retire from my work as a Headteacher.
The Governors will decide upon a new
Headteacher to serve the school from September
2017.
Our aim is to help Kingsbury High to achieve
continuity leading up to the appointment of its
next Headteacher. It means that Ms Kitley will have
experience of Headship before the Governors
choose my successor. And it means also that I am
able to step down gradually from the role and
leave the school some benefit from my experience
during the transitional period.
There is an old saying, “two heads are better than
one”. Ms Kitley and I are sure that two Heads will
work well for the school over the coming months
and we look forward to communicating with you in
our capacity as Co-Headteachers.
I have already been a Headteacher (at two
schools) for eighteen years. I started at Kingsbury
High in January 2010 and by the time I am due to
leave in August 2017, I will have seen the first new
Year 7s of my time (who started in September 2010)
all the way through to university, a journey I will feel
pleased and proud to have witnessed.
Jeremy Waxman

On Tuesday 8th March Year 8 students celebrated
World Book Day and International Women’s Day.
As part of the celebration, students arrived to
school dressed as a character from their favourite
book. They attended a number of workshops
including a role play session; a storytelling session
which celebrated female writers and a World Book
Day quiz session.
Quiz winners received a fiction book and the
best dressed students were rewarded with a
professional photo-shoot.
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5K Run for Cancer Research UK

Discover Your Voice

Kingsbury High School’s Year 8 students, coached
by Year 13 mentors, have been organising and
participating in extraordinary events, over the
course of the school year, to raise money for their
chosen charity – Cancer Research UK (CRUK).

As a reward for their continuing enthusiasm and
commitment to debate club, and to help them
prepare for upcoming competitions, a group of 20
Kingsbury students from year 7 and 8 participated
in a half day ‘Discover Your Voice’ workshop on
the morning of Thursday 25th February.

After the success of their Christmas fair and their
Valentine’s fair, 380 students put on their running
shoes on Thursday 11th February to complete a 5K
run around the school grounds and surrounds.
Students have already raised £1,830.00 nearing
their target amount of £2,500. Their campaign,
however, is not all about raising money, but also
about raising awareness and collecting donations
of which, they have received 57 of their 350
collection bag target!
Representatives from CRUK attended the 5K
run where they witnessed for themselves, the
determination, motivation and drive of the
participating students. Dearbhla Cormacain from
CRUK said “The commitment and dedication of
your staff, Year 13s organisational skills and the
enthusiasm of the Year 8s taking part made for a
great atmosphere and an extremely successful
day. I loved how much effort had gone into this
event, from the beautiful colourful artwork on
the gym walls before the event to setting up and
decorating the course. The balloons on the gate
were a great welcome to us and having the lead
runner and marshal points along the route really
helped to bring the event to life and we couldn’t
have asked for better weather.”

The workshop, which focused on building their
understanding of debating style, structure and
argumentation, was led by Matthew Wilmore,
an accomplished speaker and debater. His
experiences, from being a member of the National
Debating Team 2015 and University Debating
Champion 2014, to his extensive work for the
English-Speaking Union in the US, UK and Belgium,
enabled him to give students a real insight into
how they could become more successful speakers.
Of the day, Matthew Wilmore said: “Debating is
a fantastic skill, which can take you to university
and beyond. It was fantastic to see Kingsbury High
students engaging in complicated arguments,
demonstrating great public speaking skills and
growing in confidence. They’re on their way to
becoming great debaters.”

After the run, students wrote about what the
campaign means to them on paper feathers
to create a beautiful display in the lower school
building. The day ended with raffle prize draw with
many winners.
Year 8s are now busy planning their next events
and are sure they will be able to hit their targets!
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Proposed New Multi-Sport Facility

Plan of proposed new facilities

Your support is crucial to help us provide new state
of the art multi-sport facilities for Kingsbury High
School
We are bringing forward plans, in partnership with
Powerleague, for a new state of the art multi-sport
facility on our Bacon Lane campus.
We are aware that there is some localised
opposition who are making claims about the
scheme based on inaccurate misinformation. The
facilities would provide a fantastic new resource
for our school, enhancing our sports curriculum and
enabling us to broaden our extra-curricular offer.
They would also offer significant benefits for the
health and development of our pupils.
The scheme, which has been designed to address
the needs of the school but would be completely
financed by Powerleague, would include:
• One large 11-a-side hybrid football / hockey
pitch
• One multi-sport pitch (MUGA)
• Four standard 5-a-side pitches
• Two cricket nets
Throughout term time, the new facilities would
be available solely for school use during normal
school hours. A broad range of further school
improvements would also be carried out as part of
the scheme, including refurbishment of both of our
sports halls, improvements to other grass playing
fields on the site and redecoration of the existing
changing rooms. A new clubhouse would also be
constructed, providing additional new changing
rooms for our pupils to use.
As part of the partnership agreement, the facility
would be hired out by Powerleague outside of
school hours. The facility would not be licensed to
sell alcohol and Powerleague already operates
a number of sites in partnership with Educational
Institutions which are not licensed to sell alcohol.
A planning application for this scheme has now
been submitted and your support will be vital
in order to help us achieve permission for these
fantastic new facilities.
If you would like to show your support, please
either:
• Visit https://www.brent.gov.uk/services-forresidents/planning-and-building-control/planningand-building-control-searches/, click on Search
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Proposed New Multi-Sport Facility Continued
planning applications now and enter the
application reference number 16/0994 (which is
unique to this application). There is a tab labelled
View / Make Comments where you will be able to
leave a comment.
• Email planandbuild@brent.gov.uk but please
make sure to use the reference number 16/0994.
• Write a letter to the case officer, Victoria
McDonagh, at Brent Council, Brent Civic Centre,
Engineers Way, Wembley, HA9 0FJ, making sure to
quote the reference number 16/0994.
Every supportive comment, email and letter is
crucial, and some of the points that you may want
to consider referring to include:
• The proposed site is often waterlogged and
practically unusable between November and
March each year, preventing delivery of the
desired range and quality of teaching;
• The need for new sports facilities to enhance the
existing sports curriculum and improve the extracurricular offer for pupils;
• We have aspired for many years to construct
artificial turf pitches for year-round use but have
been unable to independently finance the
investment;
• Pupils have to travel off-site for lessons, reducing
the teaching time available and incurring
additional costs for the school;
• There would be significant knock-on benefits for
other schools in the local area through the
Kingsbury High School School Sports Partnership.
We hope that you will be able to show your
support for this scheme. Your support will play a
key role in helping us to make our plans for greatly
enhanced sports facilities at Kingsbury High School
a reality.
If you have any queries about the scheme and
would like to talk to a member of the development
team, please call 0800 080 3163
or email c.bushe@gka.co.uk.

Calling All Former Students!
Kingbury High School is working with the education
charity Future First to connect with our former
students and build an Alumni Network.
Whether you left 5 years ago or 50 years ago, we
want to know what you’ve done since leaving
our doors and bring you back as a relatable and
inspirational role model for our current students.
You can help support students in a variety of
ways, from sharing your story in an assembly,
to mentoring students or even offering work
experience.
If you are a former student, please sign up at
https://networks.futurefirst.org.uk/former-student/
kingsbury to get in touch and get involved.
Many of you will already be on our network, but
you can still help us by sharing the link with your old
school friends.
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EAL Day

It’s Your Life, You Choose!

On Wednesday 9th March the English as an
Additional Language (EAL) Department held a
hugely successful EAL Day celebration. The event,
which took place largely at lunchtime, saw an
impressive cake sale, student performances and
quiz competitions including a ‘guess the teacher in
the baby photo’ competition.

On Tuesday 8th March Year 7 students learnt of
the harsh realities that come with choosing a
life of crime. Throughout the day, students were
rotated through a series of workshops where they
heard about crimes from various perspectives. In
attendance were Brent Magistrates who spoke
about the volunteer work they do to keep the
community safe; a paramedic and a nurse who
spoke about the types of injuries they see as a
result of knife crime and the life-changing impact
these injuries can have on their victims; Police
Officers including School’s Officers, a cyberbullying
expert and a Trident Officer; a Custodial Manager
from Wormwood Scrubs who described, in detail,
what a typical day in prison looks like; and two
ex-offenders from the Directions Project who spoke
about their past, their time in prison, their regrets
and how they’ve turned their lives around.
The programme was delivered by the Brent stem
of the multi-agency anti-crime initiative – Your Life
You Choose (YLYC).
Project Coordinator from YLYC, Alison Zilberkweit,
said “We were thrilled to be invited back to
Kingsbury High to present to Year 7, after a really
positive day in 2015 we had high expectations.
Once again the students were a pleasure to
work with, they were attentive, engaged with
the presenters and asked perceptive questions
demonstrating they understood the consequences
of crime and it’s wider impact not just for the
offender but their family, friends and of course the
victim and wider community.”
Student Feedback:
“Thank you so much for teaching me today. I
didn’t really know any of this. I learnt a lot today.”
“It was a fun day and the message I took home
was to take crime seriously.”
“It has had an impact on me – I will not hang
around bad company.”
“I will make better and safer choices. I will
choose safe friends and think twice before I do
something.”
“Your Life You Choose has taught me not to get
into bad things and get a good education.”
“I will try to make the best decision for myself and
not follow the wrong path.”

The day focused on celebrating the diversity of
culture at Kingsbury High bringing the school’s
learning community together. It was a fantastic
opportunity for EAL students to work as a team and
share a part of their culture; it was an opportunity
to be unified by pride in our students and to
celebrate the richness we get from being such a
diverse community.
Three EAL students bravely took to the stage to
sing: Alexandra and Alessia sang Romanian songs
and Oliwia sang an English song. Head of the EAL
Department, Ling Dee, said “It is such a joy to see
their confidence growing and their happy smiling
faces.”
Over 30 students baked a variety of delicious
cakes from different countries and also had an
exciting experience selling them. Ling added “We
most definitely had some worthy contenders for
the Great British Bake Off in our midst!”
Thank you to all who contributed and a special
thank you to Morrisons, Queensbury for their
generous donation of mini Swiss rolls.
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Keeper of the Realms

Physics: Einstein’s Revolutionary Ideas

Students at Kingsbury High were taken on an
adrenalin filled adventure with true tales of travels
around the world, capoeira and the culinary
delights of deep fried crickets. “If you want to
be creative, if you want to get into a creative
industry, you need to travel, you need to eat all
foods, you NEED to do sports. Opening up your
experiences will open your mind and give you
an incredible imagination…” explained Author,
Marcus Alexander, to his spellbound audience of
Year 7 and 8s.

On Wednesday 2nd March 2016 Dr Peter Ford from
the University of Bath and Dr Vincent Smith from the
University of Bristol visited Kingsbury High School to
deliver lectures surrounding areas of Physics.
Dr Ford’s area of expertise is Low Temperature
Physics and Dr Smith has worked at CERN for more
than 30 years.
The first lecture saw Dr Smith meet with Year 12
and 13 students to talk about Higgs boson. He
explained how the Higgs boson was finally found at
CERN and how this fantastic discovery has come
to reinforce the Standard Model, which explains
what the world is and what holds it together.
The second lecture was held after school and
looked at some of Einstein’s more revolutionary
ideas, in particular The Brownian motion, The
Photo-electric Effect and Special Relativity.
Dr Ford opened the lecture and took the audience
on a journey to the political, economic, social and
scientific situation of 1897: the year Einstein was
born.
This was continued by Dr Smith who, with clever
touches of humour and clear demonstrations,
explained Einstein’s revolutionary ideas of 1905.
Science Teacher at Kingsbury High, Maria
Gonzales, organised the lectures and said “Dr
Ford gave an excellent overview of the historical
background required to fully understand the
relevance of any revolutionary idea and Dr Smith’s
enthusiasm captivated our students’ attention. His
easy-to-answer, but relevant questions, maintained
interest and encouraged our students to
participate. Formulae for kinetic energy or how to
link space and time were confidently shouted out.
All this, while a beach ball, used to explain random
motion, kept floating over our heads propelled
by the joyful hands of the audience. It was very
entertaining and a truly educational evening.”
The event was a huge success with more than 20
teachers and well over 100 enthusiastic students
giving up their own time to attend. Members of the
community were also in attendance.

Marcus spoke to students about the protagonist in
his Keeper of the Realms books – Charlie Keeper
– A teenage girl who has lost her parents and
lives with her grandma in a big shabby house. Her
lawyer, Mr Crow, is a selfish man who bullies her
into handing over her inheritance.
Marcus encouraged students to try new things,
have many experiences and to make sure that
they get the most fulfilment they can out of life. He
ended the session by giving out bookmarks and
fun activity sheets to those students who answered
his questions correctly. Marcus was also available
after the session in the lower school library to
answer any questions the students had and for a
book signing session.
Library Manager, Tracey Fidalgo, said “Marcus
was enthusiastic about writing, and the children
were fascinated by his stories, of all the places
he’d been and amazing experiences he’d had.
He was truly inspirational. We will look forward to his
next adventure and students hope to see him at
Kingsbury High again very soon.
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Holocaust Memorial Day 2016

Sport Relief 2016

On Wednesday 27th January 2016 Ten Year 10
students joined students from other high schools
in the borough to visit JFS School for their annual
Holocaust Memorial Day Seminar.
The day included a talk by Mrs Renee Salt, 92 (a
survivor of the Holocaust who lived through the
horrors of the Lodz Ghetto, Auschwitz and BergenBelsen); a presentation by Ray Hill (former member
of the British far-right BNP who became a wellknown informant); and two sessions given by JFS
Religious Education teacher, Miss Krieger, on the
role of bystanders during the Holocaust and the
moral dilemmas associated with the Holocaust.
The attending Kingsbury High students were
particularly moved by Mrs Salt’s talk and
commented, “It was amazing to hear first-hand
the account of Mrs Salt, her story was so heartbreaking – but she was so keen to get her message
across: stop hating others, and to try and live
together in peace.”
“It is important we learn from the past, the
Holocaust was a horrible event, millions died
because of their beliefs – we must make sure we
stand up to hate, just like Mrs Salt.”
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Year 9 students encourage their friend across the finish line

Students undertaking the Higher Sports Leadership
Award (HSLA), affectionately known within the
school as ‘Red Shirts’, organised, coordinated and
led a number of successful Sport Relief activities on
and around Friday 18th March 2016.
Events included cake sales; a guess Mr Waxman’s
favourite cupcake competition; wristband sales;
an improvised busking event; and an opportunity
for ALL students and staff to run or walk the Sport
Relief Mile.
The total raised was £1,200.
72 ‘Red Shirts’ also volunteered at the Olympic Park
on Sunday 20th March for official Sport Relief duties
including manning the registration tents, water
stations, medal stations and staffing the route.
Head of Faculty for Physical Education & Extended
Learning, Annette Woodrow, said “The HSLA events
programme has been a super experience this year.
First we had the Cancer Research run with Year 8
and now Sport Relief 2016. The HSLA groups have
done us proud. They have been very committed to
the task and have really cared about the outcome
and the process. Assemblies, cake sales, guess
the favourite cupcake, badminton tournaments
and of course the run have all combined to give
Kingsbury High that wonderful sense of working
together for a common purpose. The ‘Red Shirts’
have done an excellent job of leading the student
body and we can all be justifiably proud of their
skill, determination and spirit. This was again in
evidence when 72 of them worked hard at the
Olympic Park to make sure that the ‘Big Sport
Relief Mile’ was a success. What a superb set of
ambassadors.”
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Ekow Eshun Visits Kingsbury High School

Launch of ESOL Classes

On Wednesday 27th January we were delighted
to offer a talk for some Year 11 and Sixth Form
students by Ekow Eshun, a former student who
went on to become Head of the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (ICA), a highly regarded author
(his book ‘Black Gold from the Sun’ was nominated
for the Orwell Prize in 2005) and a regular cultural
critic on BBC 2’s ‘Newsnight Review’. He is currently
a writer and broadcaster on a range of topics,
including ethnicity, gender and identity. In addition
to these interests, Ekow is in the process of writing a
history of Hip Hop music.

Monday 7th March 2016 saw the launch of the
school’s new initiative: English as a Second
Language (ESOL) Classes.

It is Ekow’s first visit to the school since he left for
university thirty years ago. He has also referred to
the school on several occasions in interviews, citing
Mr Clive Anderson, a former English teacher at
the school and an authority on soul music, as his
“inspiration”. Clive was able to attend Ekow’s talk
and they were reunited for the first time in years.
Ekow discussed his journey from Kingsbury
schoolboy to magazine writer, editor, cultural
critic and arts manager, with lots of stories and
inspiring observations along the way. He spent an
hour addressing the students and responding to
questions, and a further hour talking to individuals.
He ended his visit with a brief look at K Hall, where
he found his brother’s name on the Honours Board.
Thank you to the members of staff who were
able to support the talk and to the following Year
11 students – Melanie Thirumanokaran; Isabel
Rozanski; Christina Aquino; Braven Vanithas; Sara
Dehvari; Ilyas Solayman; Lokmane Kherbane; Nikita
Shikotra – for inviting Ekow Eshun to return to the
school and thus providing the foundations for this
event.

The classes have been very successful with both
parents and students attending twice a week after
school. The sessions have been planned creatively
to improve language and communications skills
through a range of tasks and interactive activities.
There are currently three classes: a higher and
lower ability group for the students and a class
for the parents. Each class has lessons tailored
specifically to meet the needs of the learners whilst
ensuring that their learning is fun and exciting. The
lessons for the students involve improving their
grammar, vocabulary, speaking and writing skills
to aid their academic learning and boost their
confidence. The parents’ classes consist of learning
basic communication and life skills.
Having held lessons for just over 2 weeks, the
students and parents shared their views on their
experience of the ESOL classes so far.
Parent feedback:
“I am really happy to come to the ESOL classes
because I am learning more English and I meet
people.”
“I am very happy to be in these classes because I
have learnt so many new things.”
“I have learnt new things and met other people.”
Student feedback:
“I like the ESOL classes because I’ve learned lots of
things that I didn’t know before.”
“I am learning more English and I have fun.”
“These classes are helpful and interesting.”
“I like the lessons and the teacher because she
helps me and teaches us interesting things.”
Visit our school website for more information.
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Girls Active Day
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The Panathlon Challenge Training

On the 11th February 2016 Year 7 girls at Kingsbury
High took part in a Girl’s Active Day where they
rotated through Cycling, Boxercise, Dodgeball,
Mindfulness, Yoga and a timetabling session where
they mapped their daily exercise with an aim to
reach 60 minutes a day.
The day was led by the Year 10 Girls Active Team
– Tia, Dhara, Lina, Daniella, Lucia, Farwa, Para,
Saron, Yasmin, Sankari, Jessica and Amna.
Well done to all involved.

Alumni Feature - Mohammed Jawad

During the February Half Term, a number of
Sixth Form students received training from a
representative from an organisation called The
Panathlon Challenge. The Panathlon Challenge
is a national charity that provides sporting
opportunities for disabled young people through a
number of sporting competitions and events.
The idea of the training was to coach Sixth
Formers to act as sports officials for upcoming
Panathlon competitions, which will take place in
March and April. These competitions will welcome
large numbers of primary school students to
various venues where they will get the chance
to experience and compete in inclusive sporting
activities.

Alumni Feature Continued - Mohammed Jawad
as some hospitals closer to home in London.
“Ironically now, after my phlebotomy days, I am
an Anaesthetist. Having finished my Basic training,
I am embarking on the next stage in my career,
which is why I entered medicine and specifically
anaesthetics.”
In February 2015 Mohammed went to Uganda to
volunteer as an anaesthetist to treat mothers who
were in labour and critically unwell. Following this
he went to Tanzania, where he helped set up a
new hospital to help the local community.

Mohammed left Kingsbury High School in 2003 as
Head Boy. After his initial application to medical
school was rejected, he took a year out where
he worked in a hospital lab processing pathology
samples and then subsequently as a phlebotomist
taking blood. This allowed Mohammed to re-apply
to university and he gained a place at Keele
University, for which he graduated in 2009.
“My medical career started further north in
Blackburn and Burnley and I also spent some
time in Rotherham, Preston, LLandudno (Wales),
Blackpool, Chesterfield, Skipton and Leeds as well
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Mohammed is currently training to be a consultant
anaesthetist across a number of hospitals across
North London and expects to complete his training
by 2020.
“I still have vivid memories of sitting in T hall, textile
lessons and lighting a Bunsen burner for the first
time. Many teachers had a big influence on me,
and it’s only now, that I can fully appreciate what
they did and how hard they worked to make me
who I am now”
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